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Abstract 
We show that Lipschitz-continuously differentiable functions f : ([- I; I])k + R which are 
computable in time I’( T(n)), where T is regular, can be computed online in time C’( T(n) + 
.&(n) log(n)) on a Type-2-machine, where .I:n~n log(n) log log(n) is the Schiinhage-Strassen- 
bound for integer multiplication and n refers to the desired output precision (f )“. Online com- 
putation means that for determining the nth output digit to the right of the binary point the 
algorithm only requires the first n + 6 digits of the input reals, where 6 is a constant called the 
delay of the algorithm. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Key~vords; Computable real analysis; Computational complexity; Online computations 
1. Introduction 
The computational model used in this paper is based on the Type-2-Theory (cf. 
[ 10, 12-141). The main idea is to represent the real numbers by sequences of symbols 
of a finite alphabet C, on which the actual computation is executed by Type-2-machines. 
The corresponding partial naming function, which maps every name to the represented 
real number, is called a representation, and should fulfil some effectivity properties in 
order to provide a reasonable computability theory on 1w. 
In the following, we will use the “modified binary representation” Q over the alphabet 
C := {i, 0, 1, :} (radix-2 fixed-point signed digit representation). “1” serves as a negative 
digit with value -1 and “:” as the binary point. The surjection Q : 5 C’” --) R is ’ 
defined by 
@(a&. . . a0 : ala2 . ..).= E <g .a;. 
j=-m 
* E-mail: matthias.schroeder@femuni-hagen.de. 
’ 2“” := {p : N - Z} is the set of sequences over C. f : &A’ 4 Y indicates that f is a partial function 
with a domain dom(,f) C X which not necessarily equals X. 
0304-3975/99/$-see front matter @ I999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
PII: SO304-3975(98)00295-3 
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Due to the negative digit Q is effective, whereas the ordinary binary and the ordinary 
decimal representation, which lack a negative digit, lead to uncomputability of some 
basic real functions like multiplication by 3 or addition (cf. [13]). 
Computability for real functions is defined via Type-2-machines. Briefly, a k-ary 
Type-2-machine M is an usual Turing machine with changed semantics: instead of a 
word function, it computes a function of the kind r : C (Cw)k + 1”’ denoted by &. 
M has k one-way input tapes, finite many work tapes, a single one-way output tape 
and is controlled by a finite flowchart with the usual commands of Turing machines. 
The computed function & is defined by 
q if M with input ~1,. , pk writes step by step 
~M(pI,...,pk):= 
the sequence q E 1” onto the output tape, 
I if M with input ~1,. . . , pk does not write 
infinitely many symbols on the output tape. 
A real function f : C L@ + R! is said to be computed by M iff M transforms every 
Q-name of real tuple X into a e-name representing the result f(x), i.e. 
(1) 
holds for all (p, ,..., pk)Edom(fo(@ ,..., Q)). Since a Type-2-machine can never 
change a symbol already written on the one-way output tape, each prefix of the output 
only depends on some prefix of each input sequence. This finiteness property guar- 
antees that Type-2-machines can be simulated by physical machines, although they 
formally handle infinite objects. Therefore, the above definition yields a realistic no- 
tion of computability for real functions. It corresponds to the ones considered by other 
authors like Pour-El and Richards [7] and K. Ko [4]. 
Assume that the Type-2-machine M computes the real function f : C lRk + R. For 
n E N, the time complexity of M is defined as the number of steps M executes before 
the nth output digit to the right of the binary point “:” is written, i.e. as the time M 
needs for producing an approximation of the result with precision (i)‘. The input- 
Zookahead (IlaM) of M is the maximal number of digits to the right of “:” which 
M has read from one of the k input sequences so far. The number of input digits 
to the right of “:” which must be known for being able to produce the first n output 
digits to the right of “:” is called the dependency (Depf) of the real function f (cf. 
Definition 2.3). 
We say that M works “online with delay 6” iff for all n E N and for all inputs the 
machine M only reads the first n + 6 digits from every input sequence in order to 
determine the nth output digit to the right of “:“, i.e. IlaM(pi ,..., pk)(n)bn+6. Every 
computable function f : [ - 1; ilk + [w which has a bounded derivative on [- 1; ilk, can 
be computed online with a certain delay 6. The absolute delay S,,,(f) of a function f 
(cf. [2]) is the smallest value 6, such that for all inputs and all n E N the knowledge 
of the first n + 6 digits of every input sequence topologically suffices to determine the 
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first n output-digits to the right of “:“, i.e. 
&b,(f):= max{Depf(pl,..., Pk)(n)--nl(e(P1),..-,e(pk))~domtf),nfN) 
Of course, not every function f : [- 1; ilk + R has an absolute delay (consider x H 
fi). Therefore, strictly online computations are defined. A Type-2-machine A4 is 
called strictly online iff the input-lookahead of M equals the dependency of the com- 
puted function f. Unfortunately, there are computable real functions which cannot be 
computed by a strictly online Type-2-machine (cf. [ll]). The best online property 
which is achievable for any computable function f : [-1; Ilk + R is given by 
Ha&)(n) d Depf(p)(n + 2). 
Unfortunately, the time complexity of a machine satisfying this strong property may be 
much higher than the one of a non-online machine computing f (cf. [ 111). Neverthe- 
less, if the costs for producing the input digits are high (for example if the input is the 
output of another Type-2-machine), it might be faster to use a slow “online’‘-machine 
than a fast machine which reads its input wastefully. 
In [9], an online multiplication for real multiplication on the unit interval is presented 
with delay 3 working in time Ir,(_&‘(,). log*(n)), where d& is the Schiinhage-Strassen- 
bound for n-Bit integer multiplication. In Section 4, we will apply this algorithm for 
showing that Lipschitz-continuously differentiable functions f : ([- 1; l])k + R which 
are computable in regular time 0(?“(n)) can be computed online in time O(T(n) + 
&‘(n)log(n)) with a certain delay 6. The technical property of regularity for functions 
T : N - N is defined in Section 2 and is fulfilled by the most of the usually occuring 
time bounds in Uka, Co(&). 
2. Preliminaries 
In the following, let r be a finite alphabet containing the character “:“, which 
serves as the binary point. For a word resp. a sequence ~=a_~. . .a0 :a~ . . .a, with 
MENU{-I}, n~NU{co} anda_,,a_ m+l... EQ and forzfZ and a word wtr* 
we denote by 
P 
$Z the 
if z<O, 
m...ao:al . ..a2 if O<z<n, 
,...~:a1 . ..a.JTn if z>n; 
P 
=i 
the rational number a, 
if -m<z<n, 
0 else; 
prec( p) the length of the fractional part of p, i.e. n; 
W P the set of all q E f” with prefix w; 
wO(” the sequence p with prefix w followed by infinitely many O’s; 
D the set {z . (i)” 1 z E 27, H E N} of dyadic rationals. 
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2.1. The representation e of R 
Now we give the formal definition of the representation Q over Z := {I, 0, 1, :}, where 
“i” is identified with -1. 
Definition 2.1. Define Q : c C” + IR by 
and 
e(p) := Lgz (4 )’ . P=' (P E doMe)>. 
Obviously, the mapping Q is sutjective and continuous.’ Furthermore, Q is an “ad- 
missible” and “effective” representation of R (cf. [ 12, 131). Due to the restriction in 
the definition of its domain, Q can be shown to be a perfect representation, i.e. Q-‘(K) 
is compact for every compact set K C R! (cf. [5, 121). The perfectness of Q guarantees 
that Q provides a reasonable complexity theory (cf. [S]). 
Lemma 2.2 (Properties of Q). (1) For ull words w E {i, 0, I}*{:}{ i, 0, I}* with 
e(wccu) # 0 
holds, where d is the dyudiic rational d := ~(w0”‘) = ~r~prec~w~( k)’ . w=‘. 
(2) For all q E D and n E N there is u word c’ E C* with 
prec(u)=n and [q ~ i . (i)“;y + i .(~)“]CQ(UP). 
(3) For ~11 words U,IIE {i,O, l}*{:}{i,O, l}* with prec(u) dprec(v) there is a word 
w E {i, 0, l}~d”)-pWu) b&h 
prec(uw) = prec(v) and Q(u.Y) n Q(uP) c ~(uwJ??). 
Furthermore, Lemma 2.2(2) and (3) can be executed efficiently (using the notation 
VD of D defined below). 
By Lemma 2.2(l), the prefix p”” of a sequence p E dam(g) represents a dyadic 
approximation of Q(P) with precision (i)“. By Lemma 2.2(2), every approximation y 
of a real number z E R with precision ( i)n+’ allows to produce the first n fractional 
digit of some Q-name s of z. Lemma 2.2(3) states that q also suffices to lengthen any 
prefix u of any Q-name of z with prec(u) <n to a prefix uw with prec(uw) = n and 
z E @(UW.zCO). 
2 We use the Cantor topology on P which is induced by the base {WY’ 1 w E Z*} 
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2.2. Dependency; time complexity, input-lookaheud, delay; online computations, 
halpine compututions 
Definition 2.3. Let f : 2 Rk + R be a continuous real function and let M be a k-ary 
Type-2-machine. 
(1) Define the dependency Depf : (dom(e>>k + ( C N -+ 0 of f, 
the time complexity TimeM : (dom(e))k + ( C N -+ N) and 
the input-lookahead IlaM : (dom(e))k -( C N 4-Z) of Mby 
Dep((pl,. . . , m>(n) 
:= min{r>-1 I(3q E dom(e))f(e(p:rC’“) x . . x Q(~~~Z”))C e(q’nC”J)}; 
L if M with input jj never outputs “:” or never 
outputs the nth digit to the right of ‘7” 
TimeM := 
1 
the number of steps which M with input p executes 
until the first “:” and the first n digits to the right of 
“:” are written on the output tape, otherwise; 
Ih!(p13...TPk)(n):= max(Ila~I(pl,...,Pk)(n),...,IlaM,k(pl,...,Pk)(n)}, 
where 
1 
1 if TimeM = I, 
- 1 if M with input J? has not yet read some “:” from the 
IlaM,Jp)(n) := 
tape i during the first Time&p)(n) steps of execution, 
Cl if Y: is the number of digits to the right of “:” which 
M with input p has read from the tape i during the 
first Time&)(n) steps of execution. 
(2) For X C Rk, define the function TimeM( C N + N by 
Time,dX)(n):= sup{Timehl(pl,...,pk)(n)I(e(pl),...,e(Pk))Ex} 
If M computes f and T : N + N is a function with (Vn E N) TimeM 6 T(n), 
then we call f computable in time T on X. 
(3) Let 6 E Z and XC [Wk. 
Then we say that M works online with delay 6 on X, iff 
holds for all n E Z and all ~1, . ..>PkEdom(e) with (dpI)>...>@(pk))Ex. 
(4) Assume k = 2 and let 6 E Z and X C R2. 
Then we say that A4 works ha&line with delay 6 on X, iff 
Ilahf,I(p,q)(n)<n +6 
holds for all n E N and all p,q E dam(e) with (e(p), e(q)) EX. 
The definition of DepS is reasonable, since from Lemma 2.2(3) follows that for all 
P=(p1,..., pk) with (@(PI ), . . . > @( pk )) E dam(f) there is a name q of f(@( p1 ), . . . , 
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@( pk)) which satifies 
simultaneously for all II E N. 
Now we assume that the Type-2-machine M computes the function f : c Rk + R. 
If the tupel 3 E (dom(e))k represents an element of dam(f), then we have 
(h E N) Depf(IS)(n)~IlaM(p)(n)dTimeM(l?)(n). 
The perfectness of Q guarantees that TimeM({x})(n) and TimeM exist for all 
n E dam(f) and all compact sets K C dam(f) (cf. [S]). Hence, Definition 2.3(2) estab- 
lishes a well-defined time complexity for real functions on compact sets. It corresponds 
to the one considered in [4]. 
2.3. Storing dyadic rationals 
In Section 4, for storing efficiently dyadic rational numbers we will either use the 
notation vQ : I I* + D derived from Q by 
vQ(w)=d: M e(wOw)=d 
or the following notation v~. 
Definition 2.4 (Notation VD of the dyadic rationals). Define VD : C C* + IEJ by 
dom(vD):= {WE {i,O, l}*{:}{O, l}* 1 w does not end with “0” and 
does not begin with “OO”, “1 i” or “1 I”} 
and 
VD(C_, . . . co:c1 . ..c.):= 5 c, .($. 
i=-_m 
In a Type-2-machine, a dyadic rational variable can be realized by a work tape, on 
which the currently contained dyadic rational number d is stored by one of its VD- 
names. After every operation on this variable, the head of the tape should be moved 
back to the binary point “:“. This kind of storing assures that the operations on dyadic 
rationals in the following algorithms can be executed sufficiently fast. For example, the 
time necessary for the test “d = i ?” or the test “d 3 -i ?’ is independent of the number 
of digits to the right of “:“. Furthermore, the time for incrementing or decrementing a 
dyadic variable V stored in this way by another one does not depend on the length of 
the fractional part of the dyadic rational in V. 
2.4. Regular functions 
In the following definition, we introduce the notion of regular functions T : N + N 
in the version of [6]. 
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Definition 2.5. A function T : N + N is called regular, iff there is some c E N such 
that 
262. T(n)<T(2n)<c. T(n)<c. T(n+ 1) 
holds for all 12 >c. 
It is easy to see that the Schonhage-Strassen bound d(n) := ~.log~(n).log,(log~(n)) 
as well as n H A(n) . log,(n) are regular functions (we set log,(O) := 0). 
From [5] we know the following key property (2) of regular functions. 
Lemma 2.6 (Main property of regular functions). Let T be a regular function. 
Then for all c1,~2,dl,d2 E N there is a number e E N with 
k&(n)1 
C (T(cI ‘2’ + Al) + ~2.2~+dz)<e.T(n)+e 
i=o 
for all n E N. 
(2) 
For every regular function T, we can easily conclude from Lemma 2.6 
(3) 
furthermore T is bounded by some polynomial and (n t--+ n) E G(T). 
An important application of regular functions is the following theorem proved in [6]. 
Theorem 2.7. Let f : [-1; l] -+ R be a difSerentiable function with Lipschitz- 
continuous derivative on the whole interval [-1; 11. 
If f is computable in regular time T, then f’ : [-1; l] + R is computable in time 
C(T). 
This result can be generalized to the partial derivatives of Lipschitz-continuously 
differentiable functions f : [- 1; Ilk -+ R! by extending the proof in [6]. 
3. Fast halfline multiplication 
From [9], we know that fast online multiplication on [- 1; l] is possible with delay 3. 
Theorem 3.1. There is a Type-2-machine Mmult such that 
(a) e(rMm,,,(p,q)) = Q(P) . e(4), 
(b) TimeM,,,,,,([-1; 112> E @(J(n). log,(n)), 
Cc) Ibfm,,,(p74X~)~~ + 3, 
holdfor all p,qE{O:}{i,O,l}W andmEN. 
Of course, Mmuit also works ha&line with delay 3. 
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The algorithm in the next section requires a halfline multiplication algorithm on 
[-1; I] which produces efficiently from an approximation with precision ($)’ of the 
first factor an approximation with precision : . (i)” of the product. Unfortunately, no 
Type-2-machine A4 computing the real multiplication in the sense of condition (1) can 
fulfil this requirement: Assume that p E 0 : 1OC” and q = 0 : 110”’ are the inputs of the 
machine M. Then the set 
e(pG2C”) {e(q)} = [{; ;I. {$} = [A; &I 
is no subset of any set that is contained in 
Thus, A4 can only produce the first fractional digit of the result before reading the third 
fractional digit pT3 of its first input p. 
Therefore, we introduce a new representation 4 for real numbers using an extended 
alphabet. For simplicity, we only define # as a representation for the subset r-2 ; il. 
Definition 3.2 (The representation 4). Let r:={+, 1, -3 3 2 5 4 > 4 > 4 7 0 1 2 2 ‘LJ’4’4’ 1 ‘4’ :} and 
define I$ : C P’ --f [- i ; $1 by 
dam($) := {O:)(f\{:))“’ 
and 
$(p):=E(f)‘.p=’ (p~dom($)). 
iz, 
The following Lemma about d, corresponds to Lemma 2.2. 
Lemma 3.3 (Properties of 4). (1) For all words WE {O:}(r\{:})* 
d(wr’“) = [d _ ; ( $)Prec(‘v); d + ; . ( ;)Precbv)] 
holds, where d is the dyudic rational d := &wOiO) = CipTeFCW)( $ ’ wXz. 
(2) For all q E D and n E N there is a word 2: E r* with 
prec(v)=n and [g- ~.(~)“;ul+~.(~)“]fl[-~;~]c~(vC”). 
(3) For all words U,VE {O:}(I’\{:})* with prec(u) <prec(v) there is a word w E 
rPreC(~)-P@u) \vilh 
prec(uw) = prec(v) and ~$(ur’“) n @(l;f”‘) 2 &uwP). 
As in the case of Q, Lemma 3.3(2) and (3) can be executed efficiently. 
The advantage of 4 over Q is that for deriving a &-prefix L’ E r* which approximates 
a real number z with error t’:= i (i)“, every approximation of z with precision $8 
suffices, whereas for being sure to be able to produce a e-prefix for z with precision 
E’:=(+)“, an approximation of z with error ia’ is necessary. 
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Similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1 given in [9], we can prove the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.4. There is a Type-2-machine M, such that 
(a) $(&(p,q))= Q(P). e(s), 
(b) TimeM*([-1; l]*)~ O(JY(n) log,(n)), 
(c) IlaM,,i(p,q)(m)dm, 
hoM,fbr all p,q E {O:}{i,O, l}” and m E N. 
Proof (Sketch). We assume that p, q E {O:}{ i, 0, 1 }” are the input sequences of the 
algorithm and define for n E N 
x, := @(p-o’“), y, := @(qGno’“), 
It is easy to see that x,.y,+4 approximates x.y with error g.(i)“. With a multiplication 
schedule similar to the ones proposed in Definition 5 and Lemma 6 of [9] we can 
efficiently compute a sequence yl1, ~2,. . . , of dyadic rationals with 
15, -xn Yn+4l a;)n+4. 
By Lemma 3.3, we can derive a &prefix s<” from qn with 
Q(p+q . (J(qQn+4q c (/+-ry, 
since 1)~~ -x.yl<; .($ holds. El 
4. Efficient online algorithms for differentiable 
In this section, we prove the main result. 
functions 
Theorem 4.1. Let f : [- 1; Ilk + R be a Lipschitz-continuously difirentiable function 
which can be computed in time 8(T), where T : N + N is a regular function. 
Then there are some 6 E N and a Type-2-machine A&,, such that 
(a) e(r,“(pl,...,Pk))=f(@(pl),...,@(Pk)), 
(b) TimeM,,,([- 1; ilk) E O:( T(n) + ,4(n) . log,(n)), 
(c) IlaM~,,(pl,...,Pk)(m)dmf6, 
hold for all ~1,. . . , pk E Q-I([-1; 11) and m E N. 
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict us to the case k = 2. 
We expect 1 I DC, to be the maximum-norm 3 on R*. Furthermore, we denote by ,f;’ 
and ,&’ the Lipschitz-continuous partial derivatives of ,f’, i.e. ,fi! = ?,f/&. 
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We assume that p, q E (0:) {i, 0, 1 }” are the input sequences 4 of the algorithm and 
define for r E N 
x, := &l(pG’O”), y, := @(qGYoW). 
4.1. Choice of an easily realizable delay 6 
Since f’ is continuous, there is some ‘/ E N with 
\f’(5)loo <2; 
for all ZE [-1; l]*. Then for every ,?,Z’E [-1; l]* we have 
< 2j’+’ . 15 - z’lm 
for some (E[-1; 112 given by the mean-value theorem for k-ary real functions (cf. [3]). 
Thus, the real number f(x,.,y,.) approximates f (e(p),@(q)) with precision (i)‘-?-‘. 
By Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
Depf(p, q)(n) <n + 7 + 2. 
Since we can only compute approximations of the f (x,., y,)‘s, we will realize delay 
6:=y+3 rather than y+2. 
Another realizable delay is 6’ := [log,( I f ‘( 1 )I + 2, where 1. ( 1 is the l-norm 5 on Rk. 
The corresponding proof turns out to be more complicated. 
4.2. Main idea of the algorithm 
By Lemma 2.2, the first n fractional digits of f(e(p),e(q)) can be derived from a 
dyadic rational number qn, if q,, satifies lqn - f (e(p), e(q))/ <(i )n+’ . The main idea 
for defining such approximations nn is the classical approximating formula 
f (2) = f(Fo> + f’(zJ) 0 (P - 20). 
The Lipschitz-property of f’ allows to bound the error of this formula. Due to the 
Lipschitz-condition, there is a natural number fi with 
If’(E)- f’(b)l&2”+Gbl, 
4 W.1.o.g. we omit the case that p or y begins with the prefix “I:” or “T:“. 
s i.e. 1(x, .._, .q)\l = Ix,\ + . + IQ]. 
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for all 6, b E R2. Again by the mean-value theorem, we have 
I.fG) - .Do) - f’G0) 0 (5 - Zo)] = If’(C). (2 - 20) - f’G0) (2 - Zo)l 
G 2. V’(5) - f’(zo)loc 12 - ~olaz 
d2~2~.~~-zo/~~~Iz-z~~oo 
< 2fl+’ . (15 -z&y \ (4) 
for some 5 E {~(Z-ZO)+ZO I II E [O; l]}. The quadratic estimation (4) allows to approxi- 
mate the sequence (f(xr, yr )) by only computing a sparse subsequence (f(x,, , yVi ))k B I 
of u-(xr, Yr))r t N. For determining the nth output digit to the right of the binary point, 
where n+G~{q~+l,..., (Pk+ 1 - 1 }, an approximation qn of 
f(-%, 3 Y,, > + f17xqp, 9 Y,, 1 . MP) - x4% > + f;kPkr Y,, 1 . (e(4) - Y,, 1 (5) 
is computed. The two necessary halfline multiplications can be performed by the algo- 
rithm provided by Theorem 3.4. 
4.3. Choice of the sparse sequence ((~k)k> I 
We will compute each of the products of (5) with precision ; .( i )nf3 and f(x,, , yVpl )
’ with precision (z ) n+4. Thus, in order to guarantee Iv], - f(~(p),~(q))l <(;)“+I, the 
monoton sequence ((~k)k> I should be choosen such that 
Iu-bP,~ Yqpr I+ f:bw Y,, 1 . k(P) - %Dk 1
+f2/(X~k,Ym,)‘(e(4)-Y~,))-f(e(P),e(4)>l~(~>”+4 (6) 
holds for every n with it + 6 E {(ok,. . . , (P~+I - 1). From (4) it follows that (6) is 
fulfilled, if we have 
28+i . (p% _q;)(mtl--I)--6+4. 
This condition leads to following recursive definition (7) of cp : N\(O) + N, where cpl 
is choosen such that (~2 3 cp1 + 2: 
cpi := max{ 1, fl - ‘J + 3) 
and 
cps+,:=2pk-p+y-l (k21). (7) 
4.4. Sketch of the algorithm 
The online algorithm M,,, works in stages k = 0, 1,2,. . . . 
In stage 0, IV,, reads step by step the first vi - 1 fractional digits of the two input 
sequences and produces the integral part and the first max{O, cp1 - 1 - S} digits to the 
right of the binary point of the output sequence s. For every n E (0,. . . , cp1 - 1 - a}, an 
’ approximation qn of f(x,+d;, y,+~) with precision ( 2 ) ‘+’ is computed by a simulation 
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of the given non-online algorithm M off for f at input (x,+s,,v,,+~~), until M,R has written 
the first n + 1 fractional bits. 
During a stage k with k > 0, the algorithm computes the digits qk - 6,. . . , cpk+, - 1 - 6 
to the right of the binary point of the result. At first in stage k, the algorithm computes 
a dyadic number dk which approximates f(xCPk, yci ) with precision (~)~k+~-~ by using 
the given non-online algorithm for ,f and initializes a dyadic variable Byf with the 
number (dk - z) . 2qkP6, where z is the dyadic approximation of the result written 
on the output tape so far. Then the algorithm computes two dyadic numbers di and 
dg which approximate with error ( ~)@A+I-~~+’ the numbers (i )T j’{(.~,, y,, ) and 
(i);’ f,‘(x,,, ylpI), respectively. A proof similar to the one of Theorem 1.4 in [6] 
shows that f,' and & are computable in time P( 7’), because f,' and fj’ are Lipschitz- 
continuous and T is regular. 
After having written the (q/; - 6)th output digit and having read the (qk + l)- 
st pair of input digits, the algorithm MO,, starts to simulate two copies of the halfline 
multiplication algorithm M, from Theorem 3.4, the first on input (2qpn .(Q(P)-x(,,~ ), dk), 
the second on input (2qk (e(q) ~ yvA ),dy). Of course, as names for the real numbers 
2qk . (Q(P) - xOlr ) and 2”” . (e(q) - yvpi ) the sequences jk and Gk defined by 
Jjk ~~~~p”pi+~p=coi+~p=“)i+3 . ..) 
ik := o:~=R+~~=v~+z~=R+~~. . 
are used. Each time the both multiplying processes have produced a new digit, M,,, 
adds these digits (correctly scaled) to the Buj; produces its next output digit and reads 
the next pair of input digits. After the output (~k+t - 1 - 6 is produced, the two 
multiplying processes are killed and M,, passes into stage k + 1. 
4.5. Estimution of the error of the approximutions q,, 
Now let UI ,..., ZQ,,,+,_I_~~ and UI ,..., u,,,~,,_I_~~ be the digits produced by the two 
multiplying processes during the stage k. Then the approximation vn of the result, 
which A&,, computes with the knowledge of the first n + 6 fractional digits of the two 
input sequences and which MO,, uses for determining the nth output digit, is given by 
for all II with n + 8 E { cpk, . , qk+l - 1 }. Now we can estimate the error of n,, using 
Lemma 3.3 and the inequality n < (Pk+, - 1 - ii = (~k+l ~ y - 4: 
If (Q(P)? Q(4)) - 1?,1 I 
G l.f(xm t Y,, I+ .fb,, ) Y,, 1 . (Q(P) - $7, > + .G(x,, 3 Y,, > (Q(4) - Yq% 1 - b/ 
+(i yf4 
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dldk ~-(~)~“--;.d:..g(~~)+(~)cp~-i’.d; .Q(&- qnJ 
+2. ($f4 + 2. (;)9A-Y . (;)9A+I-9A+l . 1 
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n+s-qpr I i ntbkppr &>9i-T. &e(&- 2 ~i.(i)~ + dy.e(@,)- C Ui’(i)’ i=l 
f3 (;)n+4 
63. ,;,a+4 + (p7.2. ; . &n+6-9pr 
<( iy+‘. 
Thus, for all IZ E N the dyadic rational number qn approximates f(~(p), Q(q)) with 
precision (z) . ’ ‘+’ Hence, we can derive from q,, the nth fractional digit of the result 
(cf. Lemma 2.2). 
4.6. Time complexity of’ the algorithm 
Since Q-‘([-1; 11) is compact subset of F”, the time necessary for stage 0 can be 
bounded by a constant CI. 
Next we consider the time necessary for executing a stage k > 0, which is given by 
the time for computing dk, dh, dr, for initializing Buf, for the two multiplying processes, 
for adding the digits ui, vi to Buf and for determining from Buf the (P~+I - (ok output 
digits of stage k. 
We assume that the variable Buj’is organised as described in Section 2 and that the 
numbers ql, and qf, which are contained in Buf directly before and directly after the 
nth digit of the output sequence s is written, satify 
and 
&pyy’) + y/i . (; y+ = Yn. 
Thus, the addition of the digits u,+b-,,,i, ~,,+6-~~ produced by the multiplying processes 
to Buf and the determination of the nth output digit from Buf can be performed in 
constant time ~2, because the digits u,,+~%-~~, c,,+~~-,~~ have to be scaled only by the 
constant (i)’ before being added to Buj: Due to the choice of the notation Q, the 
digit SF can be determined from ~II, in constant time by setting 
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Therefore, the time required by stage k can be bounded by 
T((Pk+l - 1’) + 2. c3 T((Pk+l - (Pk + ?> 
f2 ’ &((Pk+l - (Pk) 1og2((Pk+l - (Pk) +  c4 ’ ((Pkfl - qk) +  c5 
Gc6 . (T((Pk+l) + ~~((Pk+l) lOg2((Pk+l) + I), 
where ~3,. , c6 are constants not depending on k, p or q. An easy induction shows 
(Pk = 91 . Ik-’ + g2, (8) 
where yr := max(2,y - fi} and g2 := fi - y + 1. Thus, due to Lemma 2.6 there is a 
constant e E N, such that the time MO, needs for executing the first k + 1 stages can 
be bounded by 
5% . (%l .2’ + g2) + c/fl(gl .2’ + g2) log,(g1 .2’ + 92) + I) 
i=O 
dC6.e’(T(2k)+,~(2k).10g2(2k)f I), 
because T and n H ,,&‘(n) log,(n) are regular functions. 
Now let n E N. Then the nth output digit is computed in the stage k, with (pk, <n+ 6 
<(pk,+r, i.e. we have 
k,, < log, 
n+6-92 1 61 .
Therefore, again by regularity we obtain 
TimeM~,(p~q)(~) d c6. e. (T(2kn) $ ~~(2kn). ]Og,(zkn) + ]) 
dca.e. (r(2[@+;3 +A(2[fi+;y) 
.I%, (2 [n+;,y21) + 1) 
< c6 e . e’ . (T(n) + .kz(n) . log,(n) + 1) 
for some constants c&e, er not depending on p,q, n. We conclude that IV,,, works in 
time C”(T(n) + J(n). log,(n)) and computes f with delay 6. 
5. Final remarks 
From [l] we know that elementary functions like 
sin, cos, exp, arctan, XH ln(x+2) 
as well as 
1 
XHP XHvG3 
x+2’ 
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are computable on [-I; l] in time @(A(n) . log,(n)). Thus, by Theorem 4.1 these 
fnnctions can be computed online with a certain delay in time &(&2’(n) . log,(n)), too. 
Furthermore, the proof of Theorem 4.1 shows that online multiplication is asymp- 
totically not harder than halfline muliplication. 
Theorem 4.1 can be extended to differentiable functions f : [- 1; Ilk + R that have 
a Holder-continuous derivative, i.e. 
holds for some CI E ID n (0; l] and b E N. In this case, instead of the estimation (4) we 
obtain 
If(f) - f(Z)) - f’(Fo)o(Z - &)I dconst, . (I.2 - ZO/,) I+‘2 
and the recursive definition (7) of cp can be replaced by 
(P~+I := L(l + a). (ok] - const2 
Open problems are to find out a more efficient online-algorithm for multiplication and 
to prove non-trivial lower bounds for it. Furthermore, it is worth to construct online- 
algorithms for the elementary functions mentioned above that have a better (smaller) 
delay than the straightforward delay of the general algorithm presented in the proof in 
Section 4. 
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